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DEATH VALLEY DAYS

Fresno Profs Debate
F.D.R.'s Chances
By RAY GROSSE
Exchange Editor
While several people on the
Pacific campus have given their
views of F.D.R.'s third term
possibilities, it might be well to
see what other people think of
this puzzle.
In the opinion of two social
science instructors at Fresno
State, lack of Republican leader
ship contributes strongly towards
insuring Franklin D. Roosevelt
the presidency for a third term
Bad Water is a famous scene in Death Valley to be
if he desires it.
viewed by Pacific's tourists during spring vacation. The
blotch obliterating the "A" in the sign is not caused Ijy
ONE VIEW
"Other circumstances being the photographer's carelessness but by somebody's rifle.
Photo by Kroeck
equal," said Dr. Kenneth Potter
via the Fresno State Collegian,
"there is no need for a third
term for Roosevelt. But the situ
ation this time is different. There
will not be two candidates of
equal ability if Roosevelt runs;
therefore, we will be voting for
his experience and wisdom, which
is too valuable to be discarded.
"The man is so good he can
continue in power indefinitely,
Story of College During World
but so far, the Republicans have
not shown us why we should
War One Painted by Dr. Kroeck
make any change. I doubt if
Roosevelt will be a third-term
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
candidate, however, despite the
Feature Editor
international situation."
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They're Off to
Death Valley!
Eighth Annual Death Valley Tour
Leaves at 6:00 A. M. Tomorrow
One hundred and sixty-eight people will leave the
campus early tomorrow on the eighth annual College
of the Pacific Tour of Death Valley, the Mojave Desert,
and Boulder Dam. The group, traveling over 1500 miles
in thirty four cars and two trucks, will be gone for

•the whole of spring vacation.
Co-directors of the expedition,
By JANET McGINNIS
Dr. A. T. Bawden and Prof. J. H.
Jonte, will be assisted by an able
News Editor
corps of specialists. Staff mem
bers from Pacific and Stockton
andSallhHv^It^i°iS^hoUr °f election time draws near,
Junior College are Dr. Clarence
P en°Pl6 b6Sin to wonder which way
to cast th JS St
+
Larson, George S. Eby, Dr. Allen
nl!tiL
7 ; we thou&ht ib would be interesting
Waldo, Dr. J. R. Arnold, Kenneth
t h p f i r e a 7 J , a C l f i c p r o f s t o l e a r n t h e i r o p i n i o n on
Stocking, and Herbert Welch.
the far-famed THIRD TERM.
From Sacramento are Dr. F. P.
Mrs. Pease Attends
TACT PERSONIFIED
•
Vickery and L. C. Sweetman. Dr.
The first poor victim of our
Education Conclave
John F. Blinn is the expedition
quiz was Mr. Charles Norman,
physician. Miss Adina Wiens is
who was very tactful about the
expedition hostess.
By JESSIE HANNAY
whole thing. He doesn't believe
Campus Editor
OUTDOOR SERVICES
that a "hereditary dynasty"
Three weeks ago Mrs. Marion
Tomorrow the group will trav
would be established If Franklin
O. Pease packed her bags and el down the valley and will camp
D. were to serve another term,
just up and left the other mem at Monolith on Tehachapi Pass.
bers of the Pease-pod, bound for At Fresno expedition members
but he does feel that there is
the annual meeting of the Na will make a tour of the Twining
something to be said for the tra
Musical Treat Rewarded
tional Education Association held Laboratories, one of the largest
dition set up by presidents in the
past.
this February in St. Louis, Mis chemical testing laboratories on
Group at Symphony
the Pacific Coast. Sunday the
souri.
"I can conceive of worse presi
Last week she returned to her group will visit Red Rock Can
dents than Mr. Roosevelt, but be
By CLAYTON LONG
duties as director* of elementary yon where there will be an out
lieve that it would be mainly a
Music Critic
student
teaching in the College door service, Dr. Tuliy C. Knoles
distinction as to the men chosen
Nothing but the highest of
of Pacific, exuberant about her
as his opponents within the praise and enthusiastic reception
short vacation spent in attending
Democratic party or from the can be given to the Northern
lectures, luncheons, and banquets
other parties."
What
is
the
life
of
a
college
student
like
in
time
of
California Symphony Orchestra,
which had as their central theme
ANOTHER
VIEW
PSYCHOLOGIST SPEAKS
war? The class of 1917-1918 had a real opportunity to "Educational
to Nathan Abas, its brilliant,
rr
tw»
mil,„
Psychology."
In
opposition
to
Potter,
Dr.
dynamic
conductor,
and
to
Uncle
find
out.
Hong
Stadium
Drive
.
.
.
f»*Orit« t
Hoping that we wouldn't be
*
0
Charles
Nowell
believes
there
is
here in the U.S.A.—Stock- psycho-analyzed or anything, we Samuel America, who has had
Dr. Louis S. Kroeck, professor of biologic sciences, 15,000 THERE
»« Ion,OverCalif.—we're
Highlight of the trip to Mrs.
lucky not to timidly approached Dr. Glenn the ingenuity to devise such a no hope for the opposition if emeritus, at the College of the Pacific, in recalling the
",,c to (bro
Roosevelt runs. His political tac war days says that the students*
Pease was the opportunity to
dual moot, KW jave to worry about anything Pease for his viewpoint. When magnificent scheme as the 100
I*more serious than the following: we asked him what he thought men and women in this orchestra tics, in which he keeps everyone as a whole were apathetic and
meet and talk with nationally
"Fkout* krf
in the dark concerning his candi against our going into the con
limit With the advent of balmier of President Roosevelt running embodies.
known men and women in the
dacy, may be indicative of his flict. When the United States
neather some of our Pacificiti- for re-election, he responded with TINY AUDIENCE
field of education, many of them
STRONG
Last Wednesday night this or plans to run.
did enter the war, Dr. Kroeck re
2ens have again taken to gam- a verbal punch.
authors of textbooks and editors
lanky -Sling (not gamboling) on the
"Who is there to run against members that the minds of both
of school magazines. As the
"I thought little of the first ganization and conductor, for the
• Hob Richard=,i pen. Poker and craps have term, less of the second, and I congenial information of Stock him?" asks Nowell. "Not tradi the students and the professors
convention is "the" important
I combine ln sprung up with the daffodils think that the third term would ton in general, played to a tiny tion. The two-term tradition is a were numbed. They were dumb
meeting of the year to everyone
Nelson Is r -jilong Stadium Drive.
engaged in educational psycolbe infinitely worse. I further audience of not more than 500 shallow basis for finding leader founded. It was hard for the stu
ogy, everyone makes a special ef
win Coach Jack, Unfortunately, at this time of more think that no president people in Stockton High School ship at a time when the foreign dents to keep their attention on
fort to attend. This year fifteen
J.
C.'s
Are
Increasing;
running the !i the year the flowers do not grow should run for a third term un auditorium—and nothing but the situation overshadows the do their studies, and the professors
really didn't care.
enough to cover up the avthousand educators from all sec
than the Cokivities of these very obvious, less there is absolutely no other most boisterous, uncouth, un- mestic problems." Nowell pointed
Private Colleges Quaking tions
of the country were at the
>II(M
•ord. iough tightly-knit groups. The man capable of leading this coun gentlemanly of ' juicy "birds" out that there are no problems GET OUT HONORABLY
PROF. JONTE
meeting in St. Louis.
seems to be the only fitting re out of which to make campaign
try."
But
after
we
became
involved
n,pn
'
- M Spression that the average pasCollege of the Pacific is mak
making a short talk. Camp will
ward for the so-called "music- issues because they are handled in the World War the students
ORTON ATTENDS
Mdon I red Bom er-by receives is something less CRAFTY MAN
be made at Boulder Dam by
lovers" of this town, who evi so smoothly by the President.
decided there was nothing to be ing news lately. First, Coach
I add points to It ian favorable.
We tried and tried to get Mr.
A highlight of the session was Mead Lake.
Stagg
and
his
football
team
saw
dently don't like the prexy who STUDENT OPINION
gained by non-cooperation. "They
Iliad. RonnofleM Waiving temporarily the questhe California breakfast, attend
After a boat ride, which offers
now retains the big chair, or who
became quite patriotic," says Dr. "Life." More recently, statewide
of morality (which is rela- (Continued on page S, column 3)
hp dls<•us well
In
conclusion,
the
Fresno
State
Kroeck. "They wanted to win to publicity arose following presen ed by almost 150 Californians, many views of the colorful desert
are "just hearing too much music
o
In practice thro , this column would like to
tation of Rogers' "Step 'n' High." among them Dwayne Orton, prin country around the lake, the ex
these days," or who think they "Collegian" pointed out that the get out honorably."
cipal of the Stockton Junior Col pedition will inspect the dam and
ild better bis |#nind the open-air Oakhursts
term
beginning
in
1940
will
be
are "getting more for their
The Naranjado of 1918 was But Pacific's professors are not lege, and Miss Yale Libbey, prin the power houses and then will
interesting to watch in regard to
i n r k «. The b 1 the rules °f both C.O.P. and
to be outdone, for the name of
money"
when
they
spend
a
con
dedicated
"To
those
men
from
Itockton J.C. which expressly
cipal of the elementary Lincoln travel to Death Valley Junction
servative estimate of three dol the habit of presidents dying sud Pacific who have so unselfishly Dr. Glenn R. Pease of the psy
School. At this meeting a move to camp. Tuesday morning the
denly
every
20
years.
This
habit
chology
department
of
the
Col
,*111 offer v.l>ke gambling a modus operansacrificed their highest hopes and
lars for a round-trip to a bayis said to begin with the death ambitions and are now offering lege of Pacific and the Stockton ment was launched to bring the members of the tour will be on
area box-office window to slap
il •how piints. | the offenders are Jaysees with
Dante's View, over one mile di
two-fifty on the cash-slab to hear of Harrison after he had been in their lives for the sake of demo Junior College, has recently burst 1942 meeting to San Francisco, rectly above the floor of Death
pel, and Daw ttle background in the Pacific
which
wants
the
convention
in
augurated
in
1831;
the
assassina
into print.
cracy and humanity . .
something that could in no way
the javelint tar of doing things,
spite of the fact that the city is Valley.
UNIQUENESS
SURPASS the beautiful work tion of Lincoln in 1865, Garfield MILITARY DRILL
WATCH FILMING
rid Dave Gay We hope that this will serve
so
far west.
in
1881,
McKinley
in
1901,
and
Dr. Pease is the author of an
All but signed for the Pa
that Abas and his aggregation of
Points of interest around the
rutting the shot etice to the boys to take their
In the book we find reported
Mrs.
Pease
also
attended
the
the
death
of
Harding
in
1923.
article appearing in the February
cific Student Association's
fine musicians did right at our
Valley
floor will be visited the
t,,.. v.tiori. for sP°rt" (if they must have it)
many
activities,
among
them
be
banquet meeting of Delta Kappa
Will Roosevelt be an exception
gala spring festival Is the
own doorstep for a measly, in
«t of the public eye. After
ing the account of the military 24 issue of the magazine, "School Gamma, national honorary edu next three days. Historic Ben
to
this
prediction?
Time
and
the
and Society," entitled, "Unortho
Negro band headed by Saun
nett's Wells and Stove Pipe Wells
significant two-bits.
vacation the Student Af•hip Is the o® kster
outcome of the fall elections may drill. At the beginning of the dox Academic Wedlock," dealing cation association for women. have been chosen for camps. The
ders King, according to an
TO SUBLIME
term
1917-18
military
training
u|ll be!iirs Committee should officially
This organization is different expedition will have an oppor
r; h
announcement by Norman
Turning from the ridiculous to settle sill arguments. Meanwhile, was substituted for physical cul with the unique system of edu
j fan up the job.
from others in that it bids to tunity to watch the filming of a
you'd better prepare for the
block-winner u
cation
begun
on
this
campus
four
the truly sublime, votes for first
Lamb, head of the 1940 Mardi
worst by disconnecting the radio, ture. A company of about sixty years ago. Stockton is the only membership only the women who western movie in the Valley. Try
the Sunny Side
Jack Tul loch
and second place on the program
Gras, yesterday.
men was organized.
have been outstanding in the
stopping
the paper and sneaking
"Step n' High," that mostia of races to
tended to fall in favor of the wellThe
band
features
twelve
In the last part of the school city in the United States which teaching profession for at least ing to depict the adventurous life
1 uded of all Pacific Little Theaaway
to
some
desert
island
until
of the early borax workers, the
in
the
has
both
a
private
and
a
public
Fresno
known triumphant Overture of
pieces and a vocalist, and is
year a number of men dropped
the boys run down.
e-Conservatory p r o d u c tions,
educational institution occupying five years. Mrs. Pease is one of motion picture company is hav
"1812" by Tschaikovsky; and
well known both for radio
from
the
drill,
but
those
who
rl
the twelve California state found ing a hard time with the twenty,
o
rol<e
a'i attendance records for
next to Harl McDonald's Second
rvccnts v'"
stayed on were promoted to the the same grounds.
appearances and playing in
ers, and is past president of Tau mule teams.
*
local
theatre,
drawing
close
This short article is a portion
Symphony "Rhumba." The Final of Series
rank of non-commissioned offi
Stan Hillvarious spots throughout the
Chapter in Stockton.
As the thirty-four-car caravan
, 4000 In five nights.
of
a
longer
and
more
extensive
cers.
Tschaikovsky,
from
the
opinions
the country.
to school;
splits
up into sections, each per
RKO
Studios
sent
up
a
scout
VARIED
EXHIBITS
study
being
made
by
Dr.
Pease
of many, seemed to be the most for Affairs Group
The contract should be on
has trans" om
WOMEN, TOO
son
has
the opportunity to visit
Hollywood
on
closing
night,
One of the most interesting
concerning the unusual Collegeimpressive, thrill-bearing work of
its way from the Music Cor
from the I esults: A tentative offer of a
The girls of Pacific, "The Lady Junior College setup, which will features of the convention was whatever he is especially inter
aegotia®
The Public Affairs group met Tigers," showed interest in warthe evening. Honorable mention
poration of America in San
ested in. Some people will visit
®tract and fellowship at Eastnd ill r
goes to Leslie George, operatic Tuesday afternoon for the final work, too. Miss Harriet E. Boss, be published probably next year. the exhibits, the entire lower Death Valley Scotty's Castle in
Kelly» |an School of Music in RochesFrancisco at present. Nor
m Walt
floor of the St. Louis municipal the northern end of the Valley.
tenor, and again to the orches meeting of a series concerning retired librarian, was an enthusi PRIVATES FEAR
in the Er- N. Y., for gifted composer
man Lamb and Pat Dunlap,
auditorium being given to them. Some will take a tour on a nar
migratory laborers.
The
junior
college
movement
is
tra
for
its
interpretation
of
business
manager,
will
sign
rd
astic worker, and under her di
.l«' ba
arold Rogers, and an immediThe group discussed the vari rection the girls gathered every a new one during the last few In the 230 exhibits, everything row gauge railway through the
"Rhimpagnole."
when It arrives.
Kcnny K°S';e screen test for Dick (SmutUndoubtedly the greatest thrill ous aspects of the situation that day during the after-lunch hour years and has so steadily grown conceivably used for the school old borax mines at Ryan. The
• ink • ' e» Briggs, who swiped the show
FT
that
any student of music could had been brought before them in to knit socks, sweaters, or scarfs. in importance that private four- was advertised—textbooks, drink whole expedition will visit Bad
be
!
;pis
ve
i m t
' ly five nights out of five,
carry away from such a concert the previous meetings, and then Three of the girls' societies, Em- year colleges as a rule are afraid ing fountains, window cleaners, Water, 279 feet below sea level,
i/fllers ir'ggs screened in Hollywood
typewriters, desks, and even the lowest point in the Western
as this would be a thankfulness planned a panel discussion, to be endia, Philomusia, and Sopho- of it.
VV«" 1
[Uesday.
school busses, to mention a few. Hemisphere, as well as to go
held
March
27
at
7:30.
Joe
Kegler,
Although
the
combined
system
that
the
splendid
musicians
who
lechtia,
met
together
to
sew
for
Tunesmith Rogers won't know
Mrs. Pease feels that she has through Golden Canyon. Other
played that music are pointing Claude Hogan, Robert Warren, the Belgians. Scrap books were of both private and public schools
his future plans for a coubenefited
from attending the an points the expedition will visit
also
made
to
amuse
convalescent
Bill
Rothschild
and
Melvin
Gill
occupying
the
same
buildings
has
their
talents
and
efforts
toward
s of weeks. In the meanwhile,
playing on their heart-strings, will discuss the different solu soldiers in the hospitals of hardly gone on long enough to nual education convention this are the salt pools, the Devil's
.H0uR "^ contemplating entering the
France or America.
n'H" score in a Western comtions at that time.
tell whether the setup is a suc year, and hopes that it will be Golf Course, Zabriskie Point,
not a bread line.
Aguereberry Point, and the sand
A
Red
Cross
drive
sponsored
Sers' contest.
cess,
Dr. Pease notes that enroll possible tor her to go again.
Whatever his
iiRVlCE
dunes.
by
the
Y.M.C.A.
netted
over
one
o
Casting
for
the
new
College
of
ment in both senior and junior
Mediate success may be, Hal
CHEMICAL PLANTS
thousand dollars. Two big Lib colleges is decidedly increasing
M"6' jps can be assured that Pa- the Pacific Little Theatre play,
[toB '
Chemical industries at Searles
erty Bond parades were held. At from year to year.
c.is right behind him a-rootin', "Petrified Forest," under the di
Lake will be visited by the group
the
first
parade
the
"Kaiser
was
To
'fident that someday he'll hit rection of DeMarcus Brown, is
Friday. Tour members will in
led through .the streets, hands M
top.
well under way. Only a few parts
spect plants making borax, soda,
tied, by the * indomitable Uncle
are yet to be chosen.
In the interest of an enlightened student body, the PACIFIC
and potash from the brine of
rictly Stuff
Allan Squire is played by Ma WEEKLY here prints the budget of the Pacific Student Associa Sam."
Searles Lake. Camp will be made
)U
v
The
WEEKLY
featured
a
"Sol
® er see a debate team off on rion Akers, Herman Spindt as
Three copies of the Naranjado, in the Sierras near Isabella on
tion for the school year. Note the wide variety and extent of dier's Column," containing news
hip?
Gramp Maple, A1 Gossett as a
with the optional provision of a the Kern River. On the return
and letters from boys who had
rA Neither had we till Wednesday telegraph lineman, Orvel Fletch services operated in whole or in part by funds of the PSA.
money refund if the book has to Stockton the tour will visit the
gone
out
from
C.O.P.
we put our roommate er as Jason Maple, Toni Rifberg
Budget for the year 1939-1940
\rl
NEW YORK CITY (ACP)— already been paid for, are the Central Valley Water Project
iard the Santa Fe Streamliner
DEMOCRACY?
Percent
Fnll Amount Spring Amount Total for year
as Gabby Maple, and Latta Ross Activity
The United Student Peace Com prizes offered by the sponsors of dam at Friant and will observe
toe first leg of the transconPractically all the students par mittee has announced the date of the yearbook's contest for the construction operations.
$420.00
lental jaunt to the National as Borye.
$189.00
$231.00
2.1
According to advance reports,
Others in the cast are Bob A.W.S.
340.00 ticipated in some kind of war the seventh annual student peace best campus candid camera shots.
153.00
187.00
>Urney at Knoxville, Tenn. The
Band
1.7
225.00 activity, but perhaps their real demonstration against war—Fri
Hennihg
as
Herb,
Hal
Huing
as
115.00
110.00
Decisions of the judges will be the wild flowers will be only fair.
UP "down to see the boys off"
Choir
1.0-1.25
°
COLL
925.00 opinions can best be summed up day, April 19.
430.00
495.00
based on any one of the follow However, the desert flowers in
4.5-4.75
5l>tded only a few parents, a Mr. Chisolm, Juanita Daussat as Debate
260.00 by an excerpt taken from an ar
117.00
143.00
1.3
aPle of profs and one stooge, Mrs. Chisolm, Don McKinley as Deputations
ing
points: Best individual pic Death Valley will be just about
The first demonstration was
436.25 ticle in the Naranjado written by
216.25
220.00
2.2
T0& '"ess who?) All told, the fare- Joseph, Bud Stefan as Jackie, Handbook
ture,
best group picture, or the ideal. The Kern County fields
held
April
6,
1934,
at
which
time
2300.00 Henry Butler Schwartz. He says,
1150.00
1150.00
Weekly
11-5
Max
Gobel
as
Duke
Mantee,
Bert
most
consistently good work by will probably be in their prime
to party numbered less than
3100.00 "What kind of a democracy are several thousand students par
1550.00
1550.00
Naranjado
15.5
( C o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 2 , c o l u m n If)
%
Trulsson as Ruby and Jack De100.00 we fighting for? Are we, when ticipated in a strike against war, a contestant.
50.00
50.00
Daily Bulletin
.5
1100.00
Pictures
must
represent
life
550.00
550.00
and
demonstrated
their
opposi
pertainly a far cry from a foot- voe as Pyles.
this war is over, to enter upon a
Classes
5.0
280.00 new campaign, a drive greater tion to measures which lead to on the campus, must be printed
126.00
"Petrified Forest," by Robert S.C.A.
154.00
send-off; but if Fanucchi,
1-4
ROGERS' HIT
1100.00
495.00
605.00
on white, glossy paper about 3x4
5.5
war.
''er, Pulich and Biddick come Emmett Sherwood, will be pre General Fund
1540.00 than any the war has seen, that
693.00
847.00
r°Ugh at Knoxville the way sented April 11, 12 and 13.
Rally and Social 7.7
inches
in
size,
must
have
the
Each year, the demonstration
BREAKS ALL
50.00 we may utterly banish ignorance
50.00
Employ. Bureau .5-.0
o
I k did at Llnfield, some sort of
4000.00 and illiteracy and open the way is held in April as near to the name of the owner written on the
1800.00
220.00
Athletics
20.0
""ster reception should be in
1320.00 to the highest things for the hum sixth of the month as possible, as back, and must be left at the In
594.00
RECORDS
726.00
Spring Sports
6.6
) "er on their return. Now there Town Meet Hears
500.00 blest boy or girl? If this is our it was on April 6th, 1917, that the formation Office before the con
250.00
250.00
Rest Rooms
2.5
u
2000.00 ideal of Democracy, then we United States entered the World test's closing date, April 20.
' ° 'd be something novel!
1000.00
Although official statistics
1000.00
Reserve for F.B. 10.0
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Eminent Speakers Other
100.00 need the college, as never before War.
45.00
55.00
ohave not as yet been taken,
Expense
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427.00 in our national history, for only
427.00
Arthur Farey, business man
It is estimated that a million
N 0 T-TO-BE-CONFIRMED-UNThe Town Meeting of the Air Reserve
ager of the College of the
$20,523:25 in such institutions are the ideals students will demonstrate this
rBffi-NIGHT-OF-A P RIL-5 - group met last Thursday at six "Total
$97523725
VACATION
$11,000.00
"1003
cherished and the training given year that the "Yanks Are Not
Pacific Little Theatre, states
Money may not be King, thirty to discuss the question
Fixed charges in the above compilations are those for the hand which will make this leveling up Coming" to aid in the present
that since he has been here,
Although this news is as stale
Cash will be Queen.
"How Can Philosophy and Reli book, the WEEKLY, the Naranjado, the Bengal Daily Bulletin, possible."
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Let us, therefore, keep before us whatever will
contribute to peace and the
"'^Reprinted Irom the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago

Third Term?

EDITORIAL

FEATURE

Paee one columnist BilLBecker has declared, . . .
we are inclined to string along with F.D.R. for a
third term, contending that when you have a good
man there's no sense in throwing him overboard tor
an inferior." News Editor Janet McGinnis has found
that not one faculty member interviewed would com
mit themselves to Roosevelt. Exchange Editor Ray
Grosse reports several Fresno State profs as con
vinced that F.D.R. is the man for the job. Perhaps
now it is time to state our position.
Bill Becker has very distinguished _ company in
his argument that there is no better likely to run.
Many feel that there isn't another good president in
either of the two major parties.
Perhaps there isn't—yet. We would hate to pick
the man we'd like to see occupying the president s
chair in 1941. Nevertheless, the fact remains _ that
no president has a chance to be a good president
until he has been elected. Merely to argue that there
isn't another good president available is to argue
that you don't want to vote for Herbert Hoover;
there isn't another man who has had any experience
at this presidential game.
Presidents are not born, they are made. For ex
ample, did anyone know in 1932 that F.D.R. was to
make a good president? If anyone did, he must be
sorely disappointed at his record, since almost every
thing Roosevelt promised (balanced budget, reducec
arms expenditures, etc., ad infinitum) has been re
versed in actual practice.
But even ignoring these facts, we disagree with
those who rely too heavily on F.D.R.'s superior
statesmanship. We condemn his administration on
two main counts.
First, his internal policies have not produced the
results he envisioned. Roosevelt has gone too far to
let prosperity happen, not far enough to make it
happen. We believe that whatever progressive con
tribution he had to make to our American democracy
is already made, that his bolt is shot so far as recov
ery is concerned. Why, after the recession of 1937,
hope again for permanent prosperity from his meth
ods?
.
.
.
But it is even more on his foreign policy that we
condemn Franklin D. Roosevelt. His policies here,
so much praised by his admirers, appear to us the
weakest links in his presidential record. After seven
months of this European war, despite a strong oppo
sition to Roosevelt's policies by a sizeable portion,
perhaps a majority, of the people, we seem today
farther along the road to participation in Europe's
wars than we were after two years of the last one.
Instead of frankly facing our swollen unemploy
ment and relief rolls, F.D.R. has turned his atten
tion overseas, giving more aid to the British Empire
than to starving Americans. He has depended on
illusory wartime prosperity, built on prospective Al
lied purchases of war materials in the United States,
rather than upon recovery which will outlast this
European conflict.
So, we want to go on record in opposition to the
many "Franklinophiles" and cast our vote against
another four years for the man with the beautiful
radio voice.
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meeting
the
needs
of
the
people.
have a chance. He can't even Bob Todd, Harry Haviside, Gene
Lynn Walch of Walnut Creek
BOB
CONAWAY,
bp« fetd '^el, *k>de| *nd •'
Students in the Junior Col
o
Just one bit of advice, particularly directed at fight back. He will be in a bot Harter, Ray McGurk, John Stolz,
was announced on her eighteenth
ALICE
RUDEBAUGH'
those lower division students who have never been tle with a sealed fate. He is des Lovella Hawley, Betty Fink, Vir lege who intend to graduate birthday, March 5.
RAY GROSSE, Exch
tined to be stuck in some box ginia Wright, Elaine Burns,
this June are asked to come
The couple were married in High Finance ...
on the tour. Don't put off going with the Pacific with a terrible Greek name Gladys Sanguinetti, Dick Fisher, in the week starting March Fallon,
JERROLD WALKEK, '
Nevada, on December 2
' Does your wife play contract JESSIE HANNAY, C« ^
tourists until your senior year. If you do, you're pinned on him. What a horrible Ha worth Jonte, Bob Meyer, Gene 25 to file an application for and will live in Walnut Creek.
bridge?"
It's no wonder that not Short, Graf Kroeck, Grant ColliTOM WOODRUFF, P
graduation with the registrar
The bride was in her freshman
almost sure to be unable to go, and then you will ending!
"Well, judging by what it costs DAVE MATTHEWS,
many bugs show up around ver, Weldon West, David Farley,
of the Junior College, Mr.
year
at
Pacific
and
lived
at
Man
regret (as we do ours) your procrastination.
camp.
her, I would say she plays toll MISS ELEANOR Mc
Don Jonte, and Jack Hanner.
Windmiller, Room 106.
or Hall.
bridge.
—Scissors.
Faculty Adviser

Cub Tennis
Schedule
Announced
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Romance and Steaks
Lure "Desert Rats"

Movies Taken
on Valley
Tour

HELLO.
SPRING

Hats Off!

^SSX

'Jake' Speaks
to Crossways

New Record

S.C.A. Meets
and Eats

Death Valley

RISTSII

Ninety Alumni
[Hold Meeting
o n Campus
Knoles Field Development
by Living Endowment
js Explained by Warmer

Ninety College of the Pacific
alumni from all over California
fathered at the home of Presi
dent Tully C. Knoles last Saturday to discuss the development
oi PacificSPEAKERS
v
'* Tk
Speakers at the meeting were
'•y J, ^
\lumni President William E.
u y oj rV
Morris; Mrs. Albert Anderson,
vice-president of the Alumni As
»
? 'S
- .mOVb.
*•»!
sociation; Robert E. Burns, alum
ni secretary; and Charles E.
Warmer, director of the Alumni
Living Endowment.
"The development of Knoles
.**3® yield
will be of great help and
advantage to Pacific in the fu
."" N& ture. The Alumni Association
realizes that Pacific must expand
"£"««• t.,
and grow if it is to maintain.its
; C a n c » % ]ead in the educational field,"
said Mr. Warmer in explaining
the Alumni Living Endowment's
j v.:.- tor^
VAU^l plan to develop the field. He
5*
h' *
pointed out that the alumni pres
h*n .. **S3 ent at the meeting could help the
*n<1 RFnuH Living Endowment by contacting
their classmates in the interest
of Knoles Field.
ns t T
SEE SHOW
T
After discussion of the project,
the alumni adjourned, to look
h«y8 m %. over the campus. They returned
to the home of President Knoles
l"*rrt boliM°fett<
for dinner, and then attended the
^bfrs? p^l | last performance of "Step 'n'
l' ^°n MeKi ,1*
High."
*nd r>icv t ®!
S.1?*

ss^V

l'<y
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ENGLISH MAJORS
WILL TAKE EX.
Four Parts of Examination Listed;
v e n Saturdays, May 18 and 25
dayhMeayai18n'indn^!11

as

^2/7~

*

ENTIRE FIELD

Comprehensive

examinations
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Payments as Lou)
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JEWELERS

GIOVANESSI

•Stockton are invited, with a reg
istration fee of 10 cents to cover
the entire four-day conference.
All members of the Student
Christian Association are invited.
AFTERNOON PROGRAM
At 1:30 the afternoon program
opens with informal groups in
the Central Methodist church.
Using the facilities of the highly
successful Community Recrea
Judges Will Announce
tion Center, there will be games
Winner After Vacation
of all kinds, including table ten
nis, shuffle board, puzzles, check
The Scroll and Stylus Club's ers, chess, and traditional games;
short story contest closes today crafts, including leather tooling,
at 4:30 p. m. All of those wish copper working, pyrotechnics,
ing to compete for the five dol bakelite, and puppetry.
In addition there will be four
lar cash award given for the best
short story submitted to the workshops, one on journalism,
Scroll and Stylus Club for their where the daily conference paper
annual publication, MSS, must will be published, and one in dra
have their manuscripts in by this matics, recreational leadership, j
and music, which will form a
time.
The only prerequisite for entry choir.
is that each contestant must own GROUP ACTIVITIES
a PSA card.
Group activities end the pro
gram with games, folk dancing, jjjj
JUDGES NAMED
The judges for the contest are ending with a fun-sing and a *
Professor Irving Goleman, a rep short worship service. Betty !
resentative of the English depart Rae Stone and Buford Bush will
ment of Stockton Junior College; be . in charge. Celebrating the ;
Professor Martha Pierce, who is last night, Thursday, there will !
also of the English department be a banquet and communion
of Stockton Junior College and service.
Professor George Colliver will |J
of the College of Pacific; Dr.
Ernest Stanford of the science tell something of the life of ' \
department of Stockton Junior Christ, leading up to Easter; Jim
College and the College of Pa Corson will try to help the young
cific, who is experienced as a people with their own personal
short story writer; and Jeanne problems; and other leaders are
Woodruff, president of the Scroll being secured. Rev. Foote of
the First Unitarian Church will p
and Stylus Club.
The winner of the contest will tackle the problem of war and
be announced the week following peace; Mrs. C. A. Broaddus, spon
the spring vacation at' the time sor of the Highroad, will give
some of the practical applica
of the publication of MSS.
tions of Christianity, and A. E.
PUBLICATION
Aside from the cash award, Young, head of the history de
several of the most interesting of partment of the Stockton High
the short stories submitted will School, will lead a discussion
be published in MSS. The edi group on social and economic
torial committee for the publica problems.
Participating are nearly all of
tion is composed of Ingeborg van
Lobin Sels, editor, Joe Loftus, the Protestant Christian church
Lucile Strike, Jeanne Woodruff, es in Stockton; most ministers
and Miss McCann, faculty ad have given their enthusiastic ap
visor. Jack Churchill and Inge proval to this unique project, al-;
borg van Lobin Sels compose the most unprecedented in America.
Registration will take place
publications committee, and Bob
next Sunday in the meetings of
Warren is publicity agent.
the participating groups, and a
.
—0
few may also be registered Mon
day.
Music Keynote
o—

Short Story
ALLEN BREED and CLAUDE HOGAN are the num Contest Ends
ber one Stockton Junior College varsity debate team
representing the PSA at the national Phi Rho Pi junior
college tournament in Ogden, Utah, next week. Both are Today
sophomores with wide intercollegiate experience both
last year and this.

Jaysee Debaters
Enter Nationals
Four Represent Stockton J. C. in Utah
Tourney; Breed, Hogan Head List
A brown Chevrolet, class of '34, will leave the Pacific
campus at two o'clock this afternoon with the announced
destination of Ogden, Utah. Prof. Robert Clark will
guide the dusky phaeton 'cross the desert wastes.
Safely ensconced in the interior will be the PSA en

trants in the national junior col-S>
lege debate tournament to be
COACH
conducted throughout Easter
week at Weber College in the
Mormon state.
VARSITY TEAM
Claude Hogan and Allen
Breed, Joe Kegler and Caswell
Stockard are to be the team
entries in debate. Breed and
Hogan form the lower division
varsity. The boys have a sea
son's experience under their
belts and have shown enough
stuff to proceed to the final
rounds in their last three tourna
ments, a very consistent record.
Kegler and Stockard are one
of a pair of promising freshmen
debate teams. In their last
tournament they split their de
bates. Kegler won the intra
mural discussion tournament in
PROFESSOR ROBERT
the fall, and was second to
Hogan in the discussion contest CLARK will be the debate coach
in the J. C. tournament in in charge of the Stockton J. C.
February. Stockard has limited entries at the Phi Rho Pi tourna
experience in college forensics ment at Weber College in Ogden,
but has had experience in high Utah, next week.
school debate.
Entered in extemporaneous
speaking will be Breed and
Kegler, both with limited ex
Struck in Chapel
perience in this type of contest.
Naranjado Price
Hogan will be competing in the
Presenting an all-music, alloratory division with a discus
dramatic service, College Chapel Raised to $2.50
sion of the migrant worker prob
last Tuesday saw Annaly Uchida
lem. Stockard is also orating,
Over five hundred students,
in an aesthetic interpretation and
with a condemnation of modern
As the WEEKLY readers cast the A Cappella choir in special purchased their Naranjado re
ceipts during the preliminary
advertising methods.
their eyes on this story, nine PSA Easter music.
two-week sale lasting from Feb
speakers will be trying to con
DIMPLED CHEEKS
Jean McBride presided at the ruary 26 until March 8.
vince
four
debate
judges
in
RedThe two dimple d-cheeked
console of the organ, and Mildred
A second sale is planned for
sophomores, Hogan and Breed, lands, California, that they are Marsh and Katherine Kuivala the middle of April for the stu
in
the
right.
warmed up for next-week's
rendered violin and vocal solos, dents and faculty members who
work-out with two debates LONG JAUNT
respectively. Chapel theme was failed to obtain their annuals at
against Santa Rosa J. C., Tues
The varsity four of Martin Pu- Life Abundant.
the first sale. The price will be
day. Prof. Nichols made the trip lich, Bill Biddick, Carl Fuller,
The chapel program for March raised from one dollar and fifty
and John Fannuchi will be pre 26 has not yet been fully com cents to two dollars and fifty
to Santa Rosa with the boys.
paring for a greater effort at pleted.
o
cents.
Knoxville, Tennessee, site of the
By JIM HOLDEN
national tournament.
Harold Rogers, author of the Studio Theater
The women's varsity, Lois
well received musical comedy,
Has
Double
Archibald and Gladys Bartholo
"Step 'n' High," has a rather
mew, and the smooth-speaking
unusual hobby, namely Esper Feature
frosh team of Gedrge Kapel and
m
anto, the art of writing and con
Hymn to the Rising Sun" and Wayne Everett will be trying to
versing in a universal language. "World Without End," two one- end the season in a satisfactory
Before starting work on his act plays, are to be the fifth in fashion. John Sayers, lower-di
latest show, Mr. Rogers was con the Studio Theatre series of stu vision entrant, will enter extemp
versing with many peoples in dent-directed plays. Produced by and impromptu, while all the
foreign lands with this medium. Howard Hansbrow, the plays will other entrants will enter one
When work on "Step 'n' High" be presented on March 28, 29 and event in addition to debate.
became more voluminous, he 30. All seats will sell for 25 cents.. GOES ON TOUR
kept corresponding with two
Two plays containing some
Betz is with the squad and will
particular friends in Europe.
what novel themes will be por make the national circuit, while
Special Easter Candies in
One day in September, Mr. trayed in the Studio Theater Mrs. Betz will return Sunday
Rogers received a card from his within the next two weeks. How with the Stockton-bound squad.
Lovely Baskets . . .
friend in Holland. The card had ard Hansbrow will direct the
o
And
of Course, in Boxes
been written in a hurry. In con series.
veyed the idea that many soldiers
The first of the pair is the one- Fraternities Have
were in that vicinity, and that act play, "World Without End,"
he was leaving.
by Percival Wilde, which is Pledging Last
t
"If you don't hear from me scheduled for presentation March
in a week, you'll know my boat 28, 29 and 30 at 8:15. The play in Night
has sunk," the card read.
volves the rather fanciful situ
Yesterday afternoon from 3:30
After one week and no mess ation of insects dominating the
to 5:30 was set aside for rushees
age, Mr. Rogers sent a letter to world.
The other half of the double into fraternities to respond to
his Holland correspondent in the
hope of receiving a reply. That feature is the one-act story, notices from the Dean's pffice
was six months ago. No word "Hymn to the Rising Sun," by and to state their preferences.
Pledging ceremonies followed
Paul Green.
has been received yet.
immediately
after in each of the
The
casts
of
these
plays
have
o
not yet been decided on, but prep fraternities.
Archania Pledges
arations have been under way
for some time.
Twelve Men
o

Debaters Go
Far and
ear

SWEETS

for

EASTER!

President Karl Moore of
Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity con
ducted formal pledging rites for
twelve men last night.
Those wearing the Archania
Pledge pin are Glen West, Eu
gene Willson, Marion Timm, Joe
Loftus, Robert Dewey, Jimmy
Black, Stanton St. Peter, George
Cline, Allison, Ernest Haas, Gor
don Bourne and Robert Meyer.

For Refreshment and Fellowship
ONE EYE TIE
WHITE GRAIN
BEIGE GRAIN

G»t0VAlVV

i

Engagement
Cups

425 E. MAIN

Hera'j an amazing value in fine
watches—Gruen Ristside mod
els for ladies and men now
offered at the popular price of
J29.75. Stop in and try on a
Ristside model—see how right
it feels . . . how smart it looks!

!

y\fi°y

PULL-ON
-IITE BUCK
:IGE BUCK

$29.75

it

•

Exquisite!

np

VARSITY

. M*1"

Lovely!

u

Starting next Monday, and continuing for a four-day
session, the Youth Conference of Stockton will meet for
greater development in group cooperation and under
standing.
Young people from church youth groups all over |

planned to occuPy

of the type offered by the Eng
lish Department are becoming
increasingly common not only
in California, but in other parts
of the country. The University
of Chicago uses such examina
tions as the sole basis for pass
ing from the junior to the senior
college, and also requires a com
prehensive examination at the
time of graduation. In California,
a. comprehensive examination in
the major field is one of the
graduation requirements at Mills
College, the University of Redlands, and Occidental College.
Pomona College and the Uni
versity of California require
such an examination for gradua
tion in many departments. The
English Department is pioneer
ing the Comprehensive Examina
tion at the College of the Pa
cific.

YOUTH CONFERENCE
STARTS MONDAY
Discussion Groups, Crafts,
Worships, Games Featured

Haggin Art Galleries
Show Rivera Originals

ies and San Joaquin Pioneer Mu
two seum in Stockton, and some un
bs allowed
usually important exhibits are
being shown.
IN CHARGE
ORIGINALS SHOWN
First in importance is a dis
•IPS-:
play of the original drawings of
Diego Rivera, noted Mexican
muralist, who, in spite of his
"red" leanings, has gained a
place near the top in the world
of contemporary art. Second in
interest is the collection of thirtyone paintings from as many art
ists in California, and this show
has been named "Trends in
Western Art." In it works by
such well known coast painters
as Millard Sheets, Tom Craig,
Katherine Skeele, Tom Lewis,
Otis Oldfield, Phil Dike, and
Jose Mayo del Pino are to be
seen. The show is colorful, and
bright with a great variety of
techniques. To the art student
DR. CLAIR C. OLSON, who it will be one of the most im
will take his place as chairman portant the museum has shown
of the College of the Pacific for a long time.
English Department for the next
A collection of Chinese an
school year, is in charge of the tiques in porcelain, jade, agate,
English comprehensive examina embroidery and paintings, is
tion to be given in May.
shown arranged in such a man
ner that even the most casual
museum visitor may start at
Will F D. R. case number one, and follow
through the exhibit seeing items
from many of the most impor
Try
tant Chinese dynasties, gaining
thereby a clear idea of the scope
and style of Chinese art.
Again?
ATTENDANCE UP
(Continued from, page 1)
With an attendance figure in
"Taciturn" Connolly to give us a creasing with every passing
month, bringing an average of
real insight into his beliefs, but, close to a hundred • and fifty
oh no! he was too smart to get persons per day to the galleries,
caught, having once been a re the Haggin Memorial Museum in
porter himself. The one state Stockton reports its steady pro
ment we managed to unearth re gress in a statement given out
sembles a Master's thesis in yesterday by Earl Rowland, mu
seum director. According to
depth of subject matter.
"Time will prove that there is Rowland, many hundreds of resi
no precedent in this country dents of San Joaquin County
greater than the will of the peo who have never before visited
ple moving toward what they be the institution now are regular
lieve will be a rational solution visitors, following the travelling
to their economic and social prob exhibits, and using the museum
lems."
as a quiet place of refuge from
the daily grind, and the actual
A REPUBLICAN SPEAKS
Dr. Clair Olson was our final figures for the month of Febru
martyr for the survey. Warning ary reveal an attendance increase
us in advance that he is a died-in- of such proportions as to leayc
the-wool Republican, Dr. Olson all figures for the corresponding
was definite in his anti-third term month in previous years far be
ideas. First of all, he does not hind.
feel that Roosevelt himself IT'S FREE
should run for re-election, and
The museum is located in Vic
more generally speaking, does tory Park, and is open every af
not think that any president ternoon except Mondays. On
should serve more than two Sundays it is open all day. Be
terms.
ing a public service institution,
Whether or not we will still be there is no charge for admission.
referred to by F.D.R. as "My
Friends," and whether or not we
will still be reading "My Day" in ESPERANTO »- another year is a question that
not even the omnipotent profes HAL ROGERS'
sors can answer, but then, who
HOBBY
can?

hours each TnTtlw^, wi" be
on each. a.'
S.','."?*
time aU papers must be handed
m.

10
"
Vi
•® rial ; 8'°v(v"

Yellow gold
filled. Guildite back,

J: C. DEBATERS

5*
Satur
The month of March is a busy
days there wlh ho Saturday, May 25. On each of these
2 to 4 The examin +V-° sessions' from 9 to 11 and from time for the Haggin Art Galler

FLATS

«l •<*' ts "

Trends in
Western
Art Shown

PAGE 3

given in four parts> on

The two examinations on May
IS will cover the entire field
of English literature. Basic pre
paration for these is the Survey
of English Literature, 36a and
36b, given In the J u n i o r
College, or the History of
English Literature, 130 and
131, given in the College of the
Pacific. In these two examina
tions there will be questions on
Shakespeare and optional ques
tions designed to cover the six
period courses (152, 154, 157, 160,
165, and 166), any two of which
must be taken by English
majors. The examination on the
morning of May 25 will cover
the drama and the novel, each
student writing on that field
which he has studied. The ses
sion on the afternoon of May
25 will be devoted to American
Literature, the questions being
so arranged as to allow students
to write on either the earlier or
the later section of the field,
as divided in courses 142 and
143.
PURPOSES OUTLINED
The purposes of these exam
inations are as follows:
1. To correlate the various
English courses students have
taken, in order to give them an
opportunity to survey the field
as a whole. The questions will,
in many cases, cut across in
dividual courses, or bind them
together into larger units. For
example, students may be asked
to compare aspects of Romantic
and Victorian literature, to con
trast Beowulf and Paradise
Do you favor the Thursday Lost as epic poems, or to dis
night dances? Why? Why not? cuss the changes in some type
Jackie Ritchie, sophomore art of literature over a span of
major: It doesn't make a great several centuries.
deal of difference to me whether
2. To afford a basis of
we have them or not, as sorority recommendation for graduate
meetings are usually held at the work in English. No student
same time.
should attempt graduate work
Clyde Jones, senior engineer in the field who does not have
ing major; Yes, I should say the
reasonably clear idea of the
Thursday night dance fills the development of English and
need for inter-group mixing on American literature from the be
the campus. The various groups ginnings to the present time.
on the campus sometimes do not
3. To afford a basis for
mix as well as they should on a
recommendations for teaching
well-knit and friendly campus.
positions. The English Depart
The dance gives a chance for this
ment will be able to recommend
to be remedied, although some
student more highly who, at
times the dances could" be better
the
end of his course, demon
organized.
strates a grasp of the entire
Fern Herman, freshman music
major: Yes, because they give field than a student who has
the students on the campus an merely passed the required
opportunity to meet each other courses. On the other hand,
socially. As I live off-campus and failure to pass the examination
have other things to do on that will not be held against the
night, I cannot attend the dances. student in this regard, nor used
Prvell Fletcher, graduate to lower any recommendation
Spafch major: Sure, I favor them that would be granted him if he
but do think they can be im did not attempt the examination
proved a lot. Something on the ALL ENGLISH MAJORS
All students who are now
floor besides grit, for instance,
and also a better orchestra. May majoring in English under Plan
as described in the college
be less often, and better, would
catalogue,
page 61, must take
help solve the problem.
Margaret Lee, junior music the Comprehensive Examination
major: I favored the one I went or be transferred to Plan II,
to. If I'd have as good a time at described on page 62. Contrary
more of them I would certainly to the present translated state
ment on page 93, however, only
favor them.
those candidates for the Second
The University of Oklahoma ary Credential in English and
has rules which prohibit the play Speech who are taking the work
ing of swing music on the cam described as "Adequate Prepara
tion, Principal Interest English,"
pus.
will be asked to take the Com
prehensive Examination. Any
other students who wish to try
the examination in order to test
the thoroughness of their know
ledge may do so. A similar^ ex
^WGRCIEN
amination will probably be given
early in the fall semester for
entering graduate students
OTHERS REQUIRE IT

RISTSIDE
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THE CUB HOUSE

Also Easter Specials
In ICE CREAM Flavors

Radio Listening
According to the Columbia
Broadcasting System's statistics,
the average college man listens
to the radio exactly three hours a
day, while the average college
girl listens eight minutes less
than that... all of which proves
you can't turn the dial while your
nail polish is wet.

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE
FOR ALL FLOWERS

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
Campus Rep.

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Phone 2-9502

White House
Lemon Flake
Candy Mint
Lime Sherbet
And for that different touch to your Easter Party, we have
a complete line of Individual Molds. Drop in and see them.
As sure as you're a co-ed
the Easter parade will fol
low Betty Co-eds this year.
Gorgeous straws and felts
that will make your heart
leap with joy yet save the
strain on your purse.

OMEGA PHI

1928 PACIFIC AVE.
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a former member of the Order
of Rainbow for Girls and very
active in campus activities at Pa
cific, where she is enrolled.
Mr. Francis is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Francis of Sonora. He is a member of the staff
of the physical education depart
ment of the College of the Pa
cific, football line coach and head
basketball coach. He is a gradu
ate of Pacific and a former mem
ber of Alpha Kappa Phi frater
nity.
Both are popular members of
the younger college set. No date
for the wedding has been an
nounced.
Those bidden to first hear the
exciting news were Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Fenix, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Connolly, Mr. and Mrs. Chris
Kjeldsen, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Koehler, Miss Margret Campbell,
Mr. A1 Gerould, Miss Betty Dixon,
Mr. Bob Coe and the host and
hostess.

ATTACHED

Buffet Eats
Precede
Pledging

PAUL H. LEONHARD

PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios ,
Radio Players, Records

DISCOUNT TO PSA-ERS

PHONE 2-92:10

Informal pledging was the out
standing event last Tuesday eve
ning for Epsilon Lambda Sigma.
Pledging services were held at
Sunrise in the traditional manner
of the house. New pledges took
their oaths by candlelight.
Following pledging the mem
bers had dinner and the rest of
the evening was spent in infor
mal entertainment of the pledges.
Jean Ornot was general chair
man of the affair. Pat Seavers
presided during the pledging
services.
Girls who were pledged are
Doris Clifford, Mary Cook, Celia
Cross, Jacqueline Easbey, Donna
Ferguson, Lillian Kahan, Lucille
Mcintosh, Libby Meyer, Jane
O'Conner, Katherine O'Conner,
Lillian Simonsen, Phyllis Dodge,
Barbara Ferguson, Joyce Blackmun and Beverly Gardner.

Last Tuesday night at 10:30
sixteen new girls were formally
pledged into Alpha Theta Tau
sorority .Preceding the ceremony
a buffet dinner was given by the
members of the house in honor
of the new pledges.
Those pledged were as follows:
Leslie Knowles, Bette Meyer,
Jane Abbott, Sue White, Muerl
Walter, Janet Hampton, Mary
Jane McCullough, Anne Conway,
Rosemary Wherry, Barbara Gib
bons, Phylis Hamaker, Barbara
McKenzie, Alice Boyer, Dorothy
Hull, Barbara Temby and Nadine
Sommers.

CAMPUS TO
MEET NEW
PLEDGES

The engage
ment of this
young lady—
Miss Dorothy
Stegall—to Mr.
Ralph Francis
was told inform

NINE GIRLS
MAKE MU
ZETA RHO

ally this week.

SUNRISE IS
HOUR FOR
EPSILON

COACH RALPH FRANCIS
this week left the unattached
category with the announcement
of his engagement to Miss Dor
othy Stegall.

Pacific's A Cappella Choir un
der the direction of J. Russell
Bodley sang at the Gait Union
High School last evening. The
choir made its second appearance
this spring at a fashion show
held at the high school auditor
ium. Included in the a cappella
program were: "They Crucified
My Lord," Negro spiritual: "Re
flection," by Charles Wilson Law
rence; "Waltzing Matilda," an
Australian song arranged by
Thomas Wood: "Cherubim Song"
by Panchenko; and "Galic Mouth
Music."
The entire choir of forty-four
voices was privileged to be
called for by Gait's high school
busses last evening.

Dick Toms and Dave Gay assist,
ed with the refreshments.
Those attending the dance in.
eluded John Immel, Lulu Eby
Joe Thornton, Jean Davis, George
Briare, Dorothy Hull, Ed Fay
Joan De Martini, Fred Cox, janj
Neil, John Travaille, Eloise Lam
bert, Mel Caviglia, Bill Hunefeld
Lorraine Basso, Esther DeMark
Jack Blinn, Lillian Kowatch, Cari
Moore, Betty McKinney, Dwayne
Mears, Helen Cortelyou.
Ted Norton, Dorothy Bartholomew, Elwood Moffitt, Lucille Mc
intosh, Duane Sewell, Ruth Lombardi, Floyd Swagerty, Melva
Boone, Jerry Bentley, joyce
Blackman, William Rempfer,
Mary Barbara Baer, George Tom'
asini, Betty Vawter, Dave Gay,
Chryl Mickel, Dean Gay, Marjie
Roten, and many others.

Sorority houses will open their
doors on Sunday, March 31, to
the faculty, parents and friends
of the new pledges. Epsilon
Lambda Sigma and Tau Kappa
Kappa will be hostess from four

Dr. Gulick on
Chesterfield

Rose, sandlewood and silver,
traditional colors of Mu Zeta Rho,
formed the setting for the im
pressing pledging services last
Tuesday night at the sorority
house.
An informal dinner preceded
the candlelight ceremony, which
added nine girls to the Mu Zeta
Rho roster. Pat Carson, house
president, presided at the rites
and Mildred Lagomarsino pinned
the house emblem on each neo
phyte. At the conclusion of pledg
ing a midnight supper was served
which was followed by a pajama
party.
New possessors of the MZR
pledge pin are Joann Edwards,
Harriet Davidson, Jane Switzer,
Constance Fisher, Coralie Shaw,
Mary Joyce Whitlock, Jessy McInnis, Irene Ticolot and Ellen
Colvin.

Pledged into Tau Kappa Kappa
at a formal midnight ceremony
Tuesday evening were Alfaretta
Bryson, Dixie Butler, Virginia
Doane, Myra Linn, Louana Siler
and Doris Bowrlng.
Conducting the candle-lit service was President Lucille Wilson,
Sergeant-at-arms Rosemary Strader and Chaplain Gloria Hopps,
Following pledging, refresh
ments were served.

Dr. Sidney L. Gulick Jr., pro
fessor from Mills College, was
the speaker at the English Ma
jors' third meeting last Wednes
day night at 7:30 in Anderson
Hall. His speech was on the per
sonality, Lord Chesterfield, of
BREAKFAST
whom he has done a great deal
of
special
study
and
research.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles spoke on
SUNDAY FOR
Sanborn Young, or better
"The Russia of Today" at the known as Ruth Comfort Mitchell,
DeMOLAY
First Congregational Church of California novelist and poet, was
Mu Zeta Rho members modeled
a guest of the C.O.P. faculty and
Berkeley last Monday evening.
All DeMolay brothers wishing
the latest spring fashions last
Last Tuesday morning Dr. English majors.
to attend a free Devotional Day
Friday night at the fashion show
Miss
Pierce
and
Mrs.
Olson
had
breakfast should meet this Sun
sponsored by the Mothers and Knoles attended a meeting held charge of the refreshments.,
day at 9 at the Masonic Temple,
Patronesses of the sorority.
at Berkeley for the General Con which were served after the
located on the corner of Sutter
Mrs. Carl Rausch, president of ference delegates in order to
meeting.
and Market streets.
the Mother's Club, was general
The last meeting of the group eighteen
make preliminary plans for the
chairman for the affair.
Plans are under way in the
will
have
Professor
Kennedy
local organization for a closed
Throughout the rooms gala General Conference to be held at from Stanford speak. Both the
Rhizites
flower arrangements were placed Atlantic City beginning April 24. Senior College and the Junior
dance, details of which will be
in keeping with the spring motif This conference, which is held College English majors will at
Ernie Atkinson presided last announced later.
of the fashion show and also sug every two years, is a gathering tend the meeting.
The purpose of the College De
night at formal pledging serv
Omega Phi Has
gested the spirit of Saint Pat of Methodist delegates from all
ices for eighteen new Rhizites. Molay Club is to maintain the
rick's Day.
The new members are as fol fraternal spirit of DeMolay by
Twenty Pledges
Following the bridge games, over the world. Dr. Knoles is a
lows:
Wesley Miller, Thomas bringing into one group all Col
which began at 8 o'clock, the delegate from this section.
Bowl, Chester Stevanson, Don lege DeMolays. It is a service
Leslie Knoles formally pledged
"A Message for This Age," was
Jessie Culbert fashions were
LaMoine, Eugene Harter, Harry club and not a substitute for a
twenty unaffiliated men to
modeled by Mrs, L. A. Mills and the subject upon which Dr.
Tovani, Burt Trulsson, Sher fraternity. It's not a DeMolay
Omega Phi Alpha fraternity last
Mrs. L. J. Vannuccini and the Knoles spoke at the Hollywood
wood Norton, Bert Mason, Mar chapter. Time consumed in club
night.
members of the sorority, with
vin Peletz, Don Sullivan, Leland activities, its organizers promise,
Pledged were Walter Kelly, commentations by Miss Culbert. Methodist Church on Wednesday
Camelias and stocks in the Anderson, Vernon Smith, Charles should not take time enough to
George Kapel, George Moeller,
evening.
Miss Mildred Lagomarsino
pink hues decorated the rooms Wood, John Wallace, Wilfred interfere with curricular or extra
Allen Phelps, Robert Thode, John played various piano selections
He spoke on "The Role of Rus
and
tables for the pot-luck supper Traphagen, Irvine Sprague, Will curricular activities of the mem
Mitchell, Bob Raven, Bob Steffan, throughout the fashion show.
sia" before the Livermore Forum
bers.
for new students held in the iam Bigelow.
James Lyons, Gordon Barnes,
on Thursday evening.
S.C.A.
rooms
by
the
Home
Ec.
Lloyd Hebbron, Lansing Yates,
A survey reveals that Rens
Tomorrow Dr. Knoles, accom
Clinton Ward, Thomas Bolton, selaer Polytechnic Institute men panied by Mrs. Knoles, will leave Club last Monday evening.
Dixie Lee Shaw is getting
Chop suey was the main dish, along nicely after an appendec
Jack Bertrane, William Scott, prefer brunettes—not blondes.
for Death Valley.
and biscuits, salad, tea and tomy last Thursday.
Ray Leonhauser, Ted Stewart,
cookies completed the menu.
Dub Smallwood is recovering
Don Hudson and Boyd Thomp
Eloise Smith gave two readings, from an automobile accident re
son.
Selection of Sterling
and Polly Parsons told the aims ceived last Sunday.
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
Silver Charms
until six, serving ice cream or
and objectives of the club. Each
dessert. Alpha Theta Tau and
new girl was asked to Introduce
MRS. HOLMAN'S
Mu Zeta Rho will open their
herself and tell her favorite food.
1003 Pacific Avenue
doors from three to five, serving
About thirty members and new
OPEN ALL NIGHT
sandwiches and salad.
students attended.
(Courtesy Stockton Record;
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• to bring you beauty new*
from Hollywood.

JUNIOR SHOP

REDINGOTE
WOOL GOAT OVER
GAILY PRINTED
DRESS

Won't you come in for a
refreshing facial and discuss
the essentials of effective
skin care and the possibili
ties of enhanced charm and
beauty through individual
flattering make-up?
Complimentary
Facials
given in our own Salon
.. ALL NEXT WEEK ..
Brighten up for Easter!
TELEPHONE 4-4744
for an appointment

HOLDEN DRUG
COMPANY
Spring's Premier Fashion—
so practical! Two costumes
in one! Wear the coat
separately or with other
dresses! In gray, navy and
black. Sizes 12 to 20.
K.M.'s Junior Shop
Main Floor

FROM

BURNHAM BROS
LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

Dan Morrison, Prop.

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

Katten I Marengo Inc

Available Afternoons
and Saturdays

WEBER & SUTTER

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
TBT US — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOB
THEMSELVES!

N. Wilson W»j

This popular shop has a
complete assortment of
dresses, coats and suits
for the college miss, in
sizes from 9 to 17, and
misses' 12 to 20, at mod
erate prices. For cam
pus, street, sports, in
formal and formal wear.

Campus Representative

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5868

—
806 Bank of America Bktg
Stockton, Calif.

of Bus

Accredited—

We have arranged to have as
our guest, a skilled Colonial
Dames Beauty Counsellor
MISS GERTRUDE
HOUSMAN
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Forty-Nine Dn

Every day people the
world over stop a moment... enjoy an ice-cold
Coca-Cola...and g o
their way again with a
happy after-sense of
complete refreshment.
The pause that refreshes
is a real idea, really re
freshing.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED
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BOB CONAWAY, Editor

The present College of the Pa
cific record in the discus is held
O L Dfrom ATCH
by Dean of Men James H. Cor
_
son, who established his mark
RESNO PELAY&
of 144 feet, 2% inches, in 1927.
The Far Western Conference rec
ord, which should also be erased
this year by the expert platter
work of the red-haired star, is
Something is wrong with this cartoon. See if your eves
held by Sales of the Cal Aggies
can spot it, too. Despite his present injury, Ford is exat 144 feet, 9% inches, and was
Six Records Fall as
^rted by Coach Jackson to come through in customai-v
PA' t,, defeat most comnetltinn ho fooA, AY USTomaiy
established in 1937.
Town Wins Meet
HANDICAP
Veteranized by two years of
In the fastest intramural track discus-tossing for the Pacific var
meet ever held on the local cin sity thinclads, Fred Bonnifield
ders, new thinclads cracked six will this year attempt to toss off
records, came within tenths of the handicap which the pressure
seconds of breaking even more. of actual competition seemed to
Lettermen were not eligible to place on his throwing arm in pre
NAME
RECORD
YEAR compete.
vious years. Record-cracking in
9.6
Ao yard dash . .Loveridge
1930
Wes Miller grabbed two rec practice, and good, but not su
21.2
220 yard dash . . . .Hoobyar
'33
marks in meets have
15.9
gh hurdles .Richardson
'30 ords in the half and mile; Philp perlative,
been
the
fate
of this red-haired
. Richardson
25.3
how hurdles
established
one
in
the
shot;
King,
'30
49.8
140 yard . . . .... Decatur
'30 in the two-mile; Stacy, the brpad giant in past years—a handicap
1:58.8
880 yard .... . . . Tomasini
'39 jump; and the Town and Manor he is anxious to overcome.
j[j]e
Hatch
Two years ago, winding up
4.32
'31 relay quartets, which tied in that
o \lile
Nelson 10:27.3
with only a fourth place in the
'39 event.
I'ole fault
Ford 13 ft, 2t/t in.
conference meet held at Davis,
'39
r'jnh jump
Ford
6 ft. 4 in.
'39 SUMMARY
Bonnifield came through last
Broad jump .... Dove ridge 23 ft. 3% in.
'29
year to defeat the best in the Far
Complete
summary
of
two-day
Khot nut
Dtsbrow 46 ft, 10 1-2 in
'30 meet;
Western Conference with a mark
.
.
.Corson
144
ft.
2
1-2
in.
JDisciis ...
'27
Two-mile: King, Earley, Fur- of 139 feet, 6 inches. This cli
i,>.-"lin . . .
. . . Challis 182 ft, 2% in.
'33
viance,
10:24.5; mile,:Miller, King, maxed an undefeated season for
.
.
.
Metcalf
3:26.4
Uc'ay
'29
Dodson
Thompson, Earley, 4:33.7; 100- the discus-tossing giant from
Fedbetter
yard dash; Greenman, Tulloch, Ukiah.
HARD WORKER
Littlefield
Alphonse, Hansbrow, 10:4.
Hardest worker on the Pacific
440-yard dash: Brown, Swag- squad, Bonnifield has been work
gerty,
Conaway,
Jones,
53.7;
120
w
ing out on the practice field every
$ M POOL
Sacramento J. C.
high hurdles: Cooley, Coyle, noon that the weather permitted,
Beanland, Evans, 16.9; 880-yard throwing again and again with
"O OPEN
Choir Sings
run: Miller, Thompson, West, his special practice discus,
T)- tor of Athletics RobSeveral musical numbers by Conaway, 2:01.6; 220-yard dash; heavier contraption designed to
r' " -"don has announced
the Sacramento Junior College Brown, Tovani, Tulloch, Hans- build a powerful throwing arm.
ty
h* Pacific swimming
Interested onlookers have been
A Cappella Choir were presented brow, 23.1.
220-yard low hurdles: Cooley, watching the big fellow in his
oool v ill be open for recreain assembly yesterday under the
Brownell, Conn; pole vault; West, workouts with interest, increas
Penr.l swimming after spring
direction of Miss Ivine Shields.
vacation. "Late afternoons
Candidates for queen of the Beanland, Evans, Paxton, 9 feet ing with the length of his throws.
Mardi Gras were also introduced. 4 inches; Javelin: Gaumnitz, Rather consistently in these prac
will open on week days when
Stacy, Hansbrow, Purviance, 133 tice sessions Bonnifield has been
o
(here are no meets; also Sat
urdays and Sundays from
Miami University tests have feet, 6 inches; shot: Philp, Sulli tossing the platter out over 150
2:00 to 4:30 p. m. it will be
proven that men have more van, Swaggerty, Loomis, 42 feet feet, with some marks consider
ably better.
1 inch.
rhythm than women.
open.
DISAPPOINTED
TOWN WINS
Among the many U.S. track
High jump: Beanland and men disappointed by the cancel
Blackwell, tie, Berry, Feren, 5 lation of the Olympic Games
feet 3 Inches; discus: Philp, scheduled to be held in Finland
Loomis, Sullivan, Stacy, 118 feet this year must be recorded Bon7 inches; broad jump: Stacy, Tul nifield's name. He is a tremen
loch, Alphonse, Berry, 20 feet 8% dously faithful and hard worker,
inches; 880 relay: Manor and and counted on making his bid
Town tie, Rhizomia, Omega Phi, for national recognition this
year.
1:37.4.
Nevertheless, he should find
The final team scores are
FROM
enough competition to suit his
as follows: Town, 54; Dorm,
giant frame in the Fresno Relays
38; Manor, 31; Omega Phi,
and the.A.A.U. meet for this sec
23; Rhizomia, 16; and Archtion.
ania, 2.
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EVER HELD

TRACK AND FIELD
RECORDS GOOD

EASTER
GREETINGS

S. H. KRESS CO.

Business

and

FRIEDBERGER'S
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business

positions

H U M P H R E Y S
School of Business

CHINESE, AMERICAN
BUNCHES — DINNERS
2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk
for the

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

BLEWETT'S
FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
and
ICE CREAM

2017 PACIFIC AVE.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
, . They're Walk-Fitted

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY

SWIMMING MARKS
ARE RECENT

F. Van Dyke

was the unanimous choice of the
committee «f seven New York
coaches.
The players were chosen from
the teams which participated at
the Garden during the basketball
season. Vaughn recently received
similar honors from Life maga

TIME TO
GET
READY

JEWELERS

CORSAGES?
^FARMS 4*'

the old record by a mere 7 4/10^
•
seconds, not bad for a fresh-,
man. A brilliant future is in Ben Winkelman
store for Coach Jackson's young
est and most efficient miler. The Replaces
second record was felled by
Looney in the 440; while he was Dud De Groof
not pressed at any point in the
Ben Winkelman, former assist
race Looney capie through with
ant
coach at Stanford under Tiny
the time of :51.9, beating the
old record by 2/10 of a second. Thornhill, was appointed head
coach at San Jose, succeeding
NEW SHOT RECORD
Breaking Bill Avery's old shot- Dud DeGroot, who left several
put record of 42 ft., Dean Gay of weeks ago for a position with Ro
Bakersfield heaved the sphere chester University in New York
43 feet 2 inches, good things are State.
expected of this boy.
The appointment and teaching
Badly off form today, Paci duties will officially last only for
fic's coming Olympiad, Fred one year as DeGroot is legally on
Bonnifield, could only get the a "leave of absence." Walt Mcdiscus out 137 feet, just 10 Pherson, graduate manager, has
feet less than he threw it in been appointed assistant to Win
kleman and head basketball
the last meet.
Resume of today's meet: Mile: coach, filling the post of Bill Hub
Miller, Tomasini, Nelson, Han- bard, who accompanied DeGroot ,
ner—4:26.1. 100 dash — Ritchie, to New York.
Warner and Winkleman are
Tulloch, Stacey, Ramos —10:5.
440 dash—Looney, Brown, Black- very friendly. Pop Warner, when
well, Conaway—:51.9. 120 high informed of the appointment,
hurdles — Cooley, Rogers, Du- stated that he would continue in
praw—16.4. Pole vault — Ford, his advisory position only if it
Lenahan, Rogers, Ramos—12 ft. should prove satisfactory to the
Shot-put—Dean Gay, Philp, Dave new coach. The new mentor, 41
Gay, Sullivan—43 feet 2 inches. years of age, was the first choice
Discus — Bonnifield, Dave Gay, of the gridders in a poll conduct
ed some time ago.
Dean Gay, Philp—137 feet. 880
yard relay—Blackwell, Stacey,
javelin record, Harry "Laigs"
Alphonse, Brown—1:35.7.
Du Praw took first with a
FIRST DAY
heave of 160 ft. 10 in.; Dean,
In the first half of the twoand David Gay and Aron
day track meet, one record fell
Remple finished in corres
and the Seniors copped first
ponding order.
FRED BONNIFIELD leads the Pacific discusmen by place honors with 21 points; In the broad-jump: Rogers
second
were
the
Juniors
with
as wide a margin as Lew Ford has outclassed high
jumpers in previous years. The red-haired giant from 19% points; third and fourth first, Ostrander second, Stacy
Ukiah is looking forward to smashing Pacific and Con were the Frosh and Sophomores third, and Fellers fourth, the
ference records this year.
with 19 and 16% respectively. distance was 21 ft. 3% in.
Photo by Woodruff
The outstanding time of the Ostrander and Ford came out
day and a new inter-class record, with injured ankles, which fact
was that of King in the two- is probably responsible for.their
mile event 10:24.5; second place showings in high-jump and
went to Arnie Scott; and third broad-jump. Ford took first in
the high jump with a leap of
to Early. Veteran half miler
5
ft. 10 in; while Ostrander,
Tomasini won the 880 in 2:00.4,
Evans, Blackwell, and Beanland
just
6-10
of
a
second
from
a
NAME
EVENT
RECORD
YEAR record, second, third, and fourth tied for second.
F. Van Dyke
1939
300 yard medley
3:16
were Nelson, Hanner, and FURLONG HOT
J. Jacobsen
Thompson respectively.
W. Bird
The outstanding race of the
200 yard free ... .F. Van Dyke
2:23.1
'39 RAMOS IN LOWS
day was provided by Looney,
'39
50 yard free
W. Bird
25.5
Phifer, and Brown, who almost
Little Jimmy Ramos took
100 yard free
Kreis
56.6
'38
'40 the 220 lows in 26.7 only 4-10 came in in a blanket finish in
100 yard breast
R. Wright
1:06.7
1:40.1
'39 of a second from a record; the 220 yard dash. Looney won
150 yard back . . . .F. Van Dyke
2:52
'39 Cooley, Du Praw, and Cloyd in the extremely fast time of
200 yard breast . . . .L. Jacobsen
400 yard free . .. . F. Van Dyke
5:36.9
'39
22.7; 1-10 of a second from the
finished second third and
'39 fourth respectively. Coming record; Phifer, Brown, and
400 yard relay
K. Rigor
4:09
V. Simpson
Ritchie finished in this order.
within four inches of the
W. Bird

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication By
R»y "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Look Your Best in Clothes Cleaned by

HESS DE LUXE
CLEANERS
348 W. HARDING WAY

A dressy shoe for Easter
. . . a smart shoe for School

"YOUNG TOM EDISON"
Mickey Rooncy
"Virgrinia Weidler
George Bancroft

and

"THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER"
Martha Raye «& Charles Ruggles

-

B;

THEATRE tss5

DOLGI-AS FAIRBANKS, JR.
JOAN BENNETT

'GREEN HELL'
And

'Little Accident*
Starring
BABY SANDY

Guaranteed Excellent Work at Sensational Savings
—the CASH—AND—CARRY WAY—

3-Piece Suit

39$

Sat. - Sun. - Mon.

Plain Dresses

39$

WILLIAM POWELL
MYRNA LOY

Pants, Skirts

19$

Another Thin Man

PLUS lc INSURANCE

—AIho—

LESLIE HOWARD

BLUE RIBBON

YES SIR, A GOOD PLACE
TO SHOPl

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Quality Meats At Prices Hard To Beat

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

zine, when he was picked as the
outstanding basketballer of the
year because of his play against|
five of the East's crack teams.

SIERRA

FOR EASTER!

SERVING PACIFIC FOR FIFTEEN (15) YEARS

TUXEDO MEAT MARKET

2018 PACIFIC AVE.
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Starts Sunday

339 East Main Street

Ph. 3-0451

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber ..Stockton

Trojan forward Ralph Vaughn,
Southern California's candidate
for ail-American honors, was
awarded a berth on the all-Madi
son Square Garden team. Vaughn

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

"The Taste Will Tell"

(Since 1896)

Vaughn - - the
Trojan Brand
Wins Honors

King, Miller, Looney, D. Gay
Set New Interclass Marks
Climaxing the two-day Interclass meet the Frosh came
up from a first half third place to a tie with the Seniors
for first place, with a score of 47 points apiece.
Highlights of the second half were the records broken
by Miller in the mile with the time of 4:26.1; breaking

Featuring

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

For

New York University has more
students (37,376) than any other
U. S. college or university.

Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

O

"RECORDS CRACKED
IN FOUR EVENTS

PLATTER-MAN

After yesterday's preliminary interclass workouts for
varsity discus thrower, Fred Bonnifield, his next compe
tition comes tomorrow at the famed Long Beach Relays,
where he will have a chance to meet the best competi
tion on the coast.
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Giant Ukiah Redhead Is Tossing Platter
Regularly Over 150 Feet in Practice
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"INTERMEZZO"
Tucs.—Wed.—Tliurs.—Fri.

Hand Stained

CALFSKIN
The mellow new tan tone that
has become a favorite with welldressed men everywhere. . . .
There is definite "class" in the
rich lustre and mellow shading
of these new shoes — a note of
custom quality in the handrubbed finish that actually be
comes more smart as you wear
them. . . . The perfect comple
ment to the soft new clothing
shades for Spring.

EDGERTON Hand-Staineds
NUNN-BUSH Hand-Staineds

6.50
8.50

BASIL RATHBONE

6 M?K!!GAN
Tower of London' BRAV5
for men — for boys
"Henry Goes to Arizona"
FRANK MORGAN
VIRGINIA WEIDLER

>13-317

EAST

MAIN STREET
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J. C. Footballers
Get Tough Sked
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BOB CONAWAY, Editor

VETERAN BACK

Modesto, Sacramento Among
Class A Opponents

Stockton Junior College is
definitely on Its own feet,
Athletically speaking. Tho
football squad has scheduled
more of the tougher Class A
schools; the casaba team had
an uninterrupted win streak
of 12 games, and the track
aggregation appears to be a
well-integrated, nlcely-co-ordinated body of potential track
stars.
An objective look at the fellows
training shows that most are ca
pable of breaking existing rec
ords, almost as handily as they
were cracked in the Intramural
and Interclass meets.

MILLER AND KING
Two very capable distance men
are Francis King and Wesley Mil
ler. The former was a cross-coun
try star at the local high school.
However, he was no record-break
er In the mile event. In his only
two-mile starts he has shattered
the old marks. He broke Cordner
Nelson's COP two-mile record
Wednesday. But there is no dis
tance in jaysee competition over
a mile; so the boy will have to
bide his time for a year.
Miller is breaking almost every
half and mile mark on the books.
He is certain to soon surpass his
high school mark, 4:29. The only
thing bothering him at present
is a sore foot.

"SLIP" SLIPS

Too bad for "Slip" Madigan.
The old boy probably deserved
it, if the circulating stories are
true. However, it seems that most
of the veteran coaches in this
neck of the woods are getting the
ax. "Tiny" Thornhill, Mike Pecarovich of Loyola, Dud De Groot
leaving San Jose, Track Mentor
Dink Templeton of Stanford last
fall. What's coming off here, any
way?
The news that part of
alumni endowment funds are
to be used to develop the
newly-acquired Knoles Field
hit a responding chord in the
hearts of many. Now if some
way could be found to fi
nance a new gym, everything
would be "all right with the
world."
STANFORD RELAY
According to the Stanford
frosh's latest track meet times,
the Cub squad stands a good

Stockton Jaysee footballers open their 1940 season
against San Bernardino Junior College on the southern
school's field. Those making the squad will get a three
day trip, staying two nights in Los Angeles
Altogether a nine game schedule has been drawn up
for the Cubs. Next season the*
Jaysees will be pitted against
some of the best clubs they
have ever played.

NET SQUAD
CLASS B
DROPS
Officially Stockton Junior Col
lege is in the Class B league
of Northern California Junior 9 MATCHES

Colleges, but since some of the
San Jose Easily Dumps
boys decided to play two years
of Jaysee ball, Coach Doug
inexperienced Tigers
Dashiell got some stiffer com
petition. The locals will be play
The College of the Pacific ten
ing some Class A schools. Four
nis team met defeat at the hands
of the nine games will be
of the San Jose State Spartans
played in Baxter Stadium.
last Saturday, nine matches to
SCHEDULE:
none, on the Pacific tennis courts,
September 27, San Bernardino This is the worst setback the Ben
gals have received in years and
J. C. at San Bernardino
October 4, Sacramento J. C. at the results of this match definite
ly place the Tigers in the under
Stockton
October 11, Salinas J. C. at dog position with the Spartans
in their return match later in the
Salinas
October 18, Santa Rosa J. C. at season.
SPARTAN VETERANS
Santa Rosa
Coach Blesh of San Jose pre
October 25, Menlo J. C. at Menlo
sented a formidable lineup, in
Park
November 2, Placer J. C. at cluding John Grysiak, two-year
veteran; Ed Harper, three-year
Auburn
man; Vic Ehle, two-year man;
November 8, Open
November 16, Yuba J. C. at George Egling, three-year team
member; Captain George Kifer,
Stockton
November 20, Marin J. C. at three-year letter man, and Jack
Dixon, well-known ranking Stock-)
Stockton
November 29, Modesto J. C. at ton player.
The feature match was
Stockton.
played by Doug Sabiston,
All games scheduled are at
who ousted Herman Spindt
night
in a ladder match, and John
Krysiak of San Jose. After
chance of taking both the frosh
an early advantage, Sabiston
and Menlo Junior College on
succumbed to the steady
April 19. Perhaps on this trip,
playing of Krysiak, who cov
thinclads will be given an oppor
ered the court like a blanket.
tunity of viewing Stanford's
The scores were 6-3, 6-1. Ian
highly touted two-mile relay
Hutcheon and Sandy Trezise
squad. The two Moores, Paul and
lost two heartbreakers which
Jack, Skrable and Girard are
went three sets. The scores
each capable of better than 1:55
were 13-11, 9-11, 6-2 for
In the half and should be turn
Hutcheon and 4-6, 6-3, 6-1 for
ing off some record-breakers at
Trezise.
the West Coast Relays in Fresno.
DAVIS NEXT
With such, a promising
Sherwood Norton made his
crop of quarter-milers, there
initial appearance playing with
is a good chance of Coach
Spindt as a doubles partner and
Jackson taking a Cub mile
with further seasoning may
relay to these same relays.
prove of value to the team. Pa
If present improvement con
cific travels to Davis in their next
tinues, the team will give a
match and Coach Kjeldsen has
good account of Itself in any
threatened a complete shakeup
kind of competition, even by
of the squad in an effort to ob
whipping the varsity in the
tain a winning combination.
coming event, March 29.
SUMMARY
Singles—Krysiak d. Sabiston,
6-3, 6-1 (SJ); Harper d. Spindt,
6-3, 7-5 (SJ); Ehle d. Umipeg, 6-2.
6-2 (SJ); Egling d. Trezise, 4-6.
6-3, 6-1 (SJ); Kifer d. Hutcheon
13-11, 9-11, 6-2 (SJ); Dixon d.
Fuller, 6-1, 6-0 (SJ).
D o u b l e s — Harper-Egling d,
Hutcheon-Umipeg, 6-2, 6-1 (SJ)
Boscacci-Dixon d. Fuller-Trezise
6-3, 6-2 (SJ); Ehle-Krysiak d
Norton-Spindt, 6-1, 6-2 (SJ).
o

tor

Girls to Stage
Sports Program
The girls think that there
hasn't been enough interest taken
in girl sports, and to show the
boys that they aren't the only
campus sport representatives
they are planning a girls' intra
mural sports program on April
5. All girls are eligible for this
great occasion. Mu Zeta Rho,
Alpha Theta Tau, Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma, Tau Kappa Kappa,
Women's Hall, and Manor Hall
are all entered in the contest.
The sport events will be swim
ming, tennis, archery and other
interesting events.

GOLDEN STAR
SHOE REPAIR

YOU'LL LOOK " 1 94 0 " I N
fytMA fry

"KING'S-CROSS CHEVIOTS"

& CLEANING
9016

Pacific

Featuring
Special
College
Price*

Ave.
We Pick

Up and
Deliver

"The Boye With the Wagon"

Our chief crystal gazer reports that this is the

fabric with a future. New heathertones that are
the forerunners of 1941 fashion . . . cheviots
that can never be mistaken for 1939 stylings
is ? e w * r e f r e s h i n g , aggressive models t h a t
predict a successful style year for you. "King'ss- -• - •
Lross Cheviots .
- *—*•
a
fortune in
style!

W a n d *55
Sport Jackets 12.50 and up
Slacks 5.00 and up
Buy on Our Convenient 90-Day Charge Plan

&

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest In
Dairy Products

Farm
West 's Lane

"Clothes for the Collegian"

430 E. MAIN ST.

Cub Trackmen Look
Good in Practice
AMATEUR
GOLF

Jaysees Dominate All Events
Except Javelin, Pole Vault

With a well-balanced squad, the Junior College tract
squad promises to be one of the strongest in Central
California, and is the best ever developed at a loca,
By CHARLES EVANS JR.
institution.
All six new intramural records were established bv
Former National, also West

BW®

8
V,nOl
- ——^
ern, Open; National Amateur, frosh, who naturally are on the^also Western Amateur Cham
iw-rsff- J a y s e e 5 w j m
pion; Chairman, National Colle weaknesses at present are in the
It
Sl
cat'°n
pole
vault
and
the javelin throw.
:
giate Athletic Association Golf
g va
atte:
(tl>iing
Committee.
MILLER GETS TWO
What Is amateur golf? What
Jaysee sensation is Wes Miller,
#i paciflC proba''1
is professional golf? What dif former prep Northern Section
ference does it make to the col champion in the mile. His work
lege golfer?
out last week indicated that he
""v;;
The answer to these questions is rapidly rounding into top form
The Stockton Junior Coll®,,
seems fairly sim for both the mile and the halt.
Cubs dropped their first swim
ple. A man ex His time of 2:01.6 eclipsed the
meet of the season last Friday
;
cels in the thing former 880 mark by six seconds.
afternoon when Lodi high edgej
actually
he does all the
Miller's new mile mark dis
out a last-minute victory, to de.
time. Just a few placed the former record by thir
feat the Kjeldsen-coached Pad
hours more giv ty full seconds. The time, 4:33.7,
dlers, 27-30.
en to an art or should be considerably lowered
:ill sUl"'d fulim°larr
as
training
progresses.
RETURN
MEET
science may de
termine a man's KING SETS MARK
, n "
The locals, out of condition
success, or fail
Francis King, former distance because of lack of enough workoK
ure; therefore, ace of the local high school, ran outs, found the Flames a littij
I;
Sure to be outstanding; in spring training sessions is
the man who the two-mile race in 10:35.5 to too speedy in most departments ;o "acK for the las*
returning signal-caller TOMMY OLAETA. This stocky
tiS
makes
a
living
lower the old mark by thirty sec of the sport. However, it is ex.
U
iher man ^
quarterback played a bang-up style of football last fall,
t,<%o delive
and should prove to be a very valuable man on the com by playing golf will, other things onds. He is capable in both the pected that in the return meet
being equal, play better than the half and mile and must get his this afternoon at the Pacific p00i
ing team.
«wrn.
man who does it for pleasure in Jaysee competition in these the Baby Tigers, with a week's
his spare time. If the men who events, the longer race not being added practice, will conquer the
play winter and summer would a part of regular J. C. meets.
visitors.
ioveJohn Brown, another dou
self-pity ls
enter a tournament of men who
WRIGHT HOT
ble winner, missed a record
wever, e""^iterated
play in the intervals of business
to b °c
Ralph Wright, one of the leadin the 220 by a fifth of a sec
and college, there would, be no
ing breast-strokers in the United r HP of g°od har
ond; however, he is not yet
sportsmanship to it. This is un
States, snatched high point hon- Krnch iine formS
in top form for his specialty
(C
fair to the real amateur.
ors for the meet and shattered I !" But before ye
—the 440—which he negoti
That is the only good reason
the Lodi pool and the Jaysee recated in 53.7. Other quarterfor the exclusion of the profes
ord for the 100-yard breaststroke. ^denuTenSmtr1
milers who are yet to reach
sional It is not a social distinc
their peak are Bob Conaway,
He negotiated the distance in
tion but one of skill, and if we
Ray Jones, and Charlie
1:06.7, to cut down the former
accept this premise, the problem
Blackwell, the latter having
time by almost seven seconds. iitl
is comparatively simple. It is
missed several weeks of
He also barely missed breaking When
true that only in sport is pro
cut loose inthesi
training due to a throat in
the 100-yard free style record
It finally came to pass. The magician of Moraga fessional ability spoken of dis
T4'f> thP
I'll
^'It's
the Fif
fection.
when he swam the four laps in
Gras.
Valley finally gave up and quit after nineteen years respectfully; in all arts and sci
Distance men who should take one minute flat.
^ i{ you didn't kno
of tutoring the Gaels of St. Mary's. Technically, Edward ences the amateur is the inferior. part in intercollegiate meets are
The meet this afternoon will f* five-for-five for th
P. "Slip" Madigan didn't quit, but it amounts to the He is an unfortunate being who Boyd Thompson and Bob West
same thing when he bowed out at the request of the has never been able to devote his in the half. The former placed wind up Junior College swim US-cutter.
ming activity until after the va.
one promises to
board of athletic control.
•
—
— —
full time to the object of his af second to Miller and looked like
This
cation.
The old Gra
Many people advance different Madigan after eighteen years of fections.
a dependable point-getter. West
o
reasons for the surprise move on loyal and devoted service at St. ONE NATIONAL
may decide to abandon the 880
^Tamb, has reall>
the part of the Saint Mary's Mary's is just the same as if
Thank goodness there is one for the pole vault. Milers Earr overtime thinki
board of athletic control, but no Notre Dame had fired Knute sensible National Amateur Tour ley and Purviance looked tired at
variations
on the old
official reason has yet been forth Rockne at the peak of his career," nament these days, -the Inter the finish of their races.
ltd if you think Lamb c
coming from college authorities. d e c l a r e d S t e v e n s , a c t i n g a s
collegiate, for it costs a world of MANY HURDLERS
Coach Earl "Stonewall"
juwhat do you want i<
BAD HEALTH
spokesman for the alumni group. money to participate in the
Stan Cooley won both hurdle
Jackson is looking for a jun
ii card—Kreisler?)
It is rumored by those close to "The alumni will never stand for United States Amateur. America races in the organization meet
ior manager for the track
the coach that ill health, so seri this ouster. And when I say is a country of magnificent dis and ran the initial lap of the
Ihe orchestra of Sa
squad. All candidates line
ous an operation was advised by alumni, I don't mean just the
is a particularly
winning
relay
quartet.
He
should
tances, and travel comes high,
up on the right, please. Come
his doctor, prompted the move graduates, but the 'subway alum
sice. While not a "big
even when paid for by your uni receive substantial assistance
early and avoid the rush.
ni' of New York and the 'neverBit, this band will prov
versity. Many of the so-called from Howard Greenman, Eugene
went-to-any-college' alumni of the
at discriminating danci
Cloyd,
and
Harry
Aldrich.
Tom
championship
courses
are
at
very
March
29
—
Stockton
J.
C.
and
entire West."
aid. It was our good
inaccessible points, hard and ex Davies may decide to compete.
C.O.P. Dual at Stockton.
NINETEEN YEARS
Greenman also won the cen April 6 — Stockton High School t hear King and his s
pensive to get to.
tury and anchor-lapped the rec
The "Moraga Maestro" came
pmbo at a dance on the <
Dual at Stockton.
The remedy for a National
ord-breaking relay group. Louis April 12—Placer J. C. and Yuba st fall, and they were
io St. Mary's from Portland Uni
Amateur lies in the National
Alphonse and George Price are
versity, then called Columbia Col
J. C. Triangular at Stockton, and and solid. His lar
Intercollegiate. There, a fine,
fast-improving dash men, who April 19—Menlo J. C. and Stan egation should be every
lege, in 1921. Previously, he had
wholesome game has made
are giving Greenman a close bat
been a Notre Dame center ana a
ford Frosh at Palo Alto.
od as Les Hlte last yeai
its championship the oppo
tle.
soldier in the Marine Corps.
April 27—"Class B" N.C.J.C. Con So much for pluggin'
site
of
a
money
test,
and
Alan Philp established the
A student body of 71 and a
ference Meet at Marin.
st is up to you. If you
promising young collegians
shot-put record with a heave
brickpile college greeted him on
May 4—N.C.J.C. Conference Meet
so eons ago, bag a da
will
not
be
dropping
out
be
of
42
feet,
1
inch,
and
barely
his arrival. A football team fresh
at Modesto.
rvice versa—it probah
cause they cannot nay the
missed the discus mark. He
from a 127 to 0 licking at the
May 11—West Coast Relays at vice versa at this late
cost. The college golfer can
and Don Sullivan, recent re
hands of California didn't help
Fresno.
itter get those costumi
accept his expense to the
cruit from the basketball
the situation any. In five years
June 2—National J. C. meet at
perking if they are not i
National
Collegiate
Chamwars who Ls showing rapid
St. Mary's was so powerful it de
Modesto.
nnulated.
pionshin .He must pass the
progress, will carry the bur
feated California and every other
The Placer and Yuba triangu
den in these two events.
eligibility rules of his uni
opponent except Gonzaga, some
, if you have a str
lar meet will be the feature
thing Bing Crosby ought to be
versity and of the N.C.A.A.
JUMPING POOR
sporting event of open house on ®e Inspiration, howsaboi
especially proud of. That was
In addition, he must give the
Johnny Beanland is slow in April 12. Those men in the Jun ut to a pal?
Madigan's first meeting with
N.C.A.A. golf committee a
reaching his peak in the high ior College who were eligible for
"Clipper" Smith, who later was
certified notice that he can
jump. He may also alternate in both J. C. and C.O.P. squads all f ing Around
to serve a term at Santa Clara
the pole vault. Ray Stacy, stel decide to perform for the senior
represent his school.
world situation
trying to beat Madigan. His INEQUALITIES
jehter fast, Franco has
lar broad jump star from Sacra college.
COACH "SLIP" MADIGAN.
(Madigan's) greatest season was
binet
Nowadays the line between mento,- established a new record
in 1929 when he was undefeated amateur and professional golf in that event and showed pros
Id has"-116 Same 3,tter
by Madigan. "Slip," . however, and unscored upon until the last
1
pects in the javelin.
litters6
attributed his surprise dismissal jgame with Oregon when Oregon does not seem to be drawn as
Many of these men should
to a long-standing personal feud made a touchdown. The game sharply as formerly. As a matter
result of Jr""'""' P°si
place in the "B" division of the
with an influential member of ended with St. Mary's on the long of fact, in a democratic country,
J. C. Conference, to be held at
it
is
the
time
given
to
practice
inland.
",r:
the athletic board.
end of a 31 to 6 score.
AND HOSIERY BAB
astridp ,l Car°l conti
Marin
April
27.
The
regular
that
gives
the
professional
finish
"The action of the athletic
NECKWEAR — BELTS
CLASSY SUITS
Nan oil ? ttnderbox
to one's game which is the decid conference meet, held the follow
board is the culmination of a
Madigan's personality was
ing
week,
will
provide
stiff
com
5 S. SUTTER ST.
W hpibUt with h's
ing factor. It does not seem quite
personal feud between my
beine pulled f,
amazing. He was as well known
petition.
fair
to
the
man
who
works
hard
self and one of the board's
in New York as in the West. He
something has
STANFORD
FROSH
most powerful members who
was the first to introduce the red for a living to find himself
Preceding these meets will be
our
obliged
to
compete
in
an
amateur
has handicapped St. Mary's
silk pants when khaki was stand
c
a
f
0tioninl
a feature triangular contest with
L °bCs th° w"
athletic progress for the Jast
ard. Brilliant green jerseys with tournament with a man who the Stanford Frosh and Menlo
llle Euro th° balancf oi
several years," the famed
n
harps on the chest were once gives his whole time to golf. I Junior College. The events will
coach said.
*®any re^an situation
do not mean young university
worn by the Gaels.
be
run
"down
on
the
farm,"
and
Other
observers
intimated
* the
»h.t is
men whose lack of experience
The present cross country
will provide Cub talent an oppor
money may have been at the
equalizes the matter.
jaunts common to many
to Rome0" R"»
bottom of the move, a quarrel
The whole amateur question tunity to view exceptional run
teams were first made by
e how we
ners on the Stanford squad.
with the bondholders over his
ke?
'
d
Madigan in 1930. Madigan
boils down to the something that
/ doesn't v, feel1 tha
Should some men prove to
contract starting the battle. The
h*Vet°omu
said the team learned more
gives golf that professional qual
!S
in
l
be sure winners, they will be
bondholders committee, which
in two weeks of travel than
ity that makes competition be
|fon. (pe alln and i
given an opportunity to com
stepped in when the college faced
other college students learn
W «te rS%. we w
tween' the two classes of players
r
pete in the West Coast Re
bankruptcy recently, tore up
ed in two years. Evidently,
so unfair to the amateurs.
lays
at
Fresno
and
the
Na
Madigan's contract which called
he believed in the old saw
o
tional Junior College meet at
for a ten per cent cut of the gate
R»5r°-p"
about travel being broaden
fe
Modesto. The latter event
receipts in addition to a $7000
'ans ki
ing.
will be held June 2.
a year salary.
Local people will remember
REMEMBER TINY
CUB SCHEDULE
and
the Pacific-St. Mary's game here
Observers recall the manner two years ago, which ended in
Following is the complete re
t0
in which Claude E. "Tiny" a 0-0 tie.
^ys°h
"gnt It
vised Junior College schedule:
Thornhill was bounced after a
If Olympic champions are any
———o
—
disastrous season at Stanford.
judge of a coach's ability, Dean
Rent a
Is this move along the same
Cromwell of the University of
for ^ but **ce'
lines?
Southern California is tops in his
For the
hoi
Another rumor connected Madi
field. He has, in his 31 years at
gan's ouster with his pocketing
the Southern school, produced
rn
$1.80 PER MONTH
Sothi
12 Olympic victors.
of $36,000 from the Fordham-St:
blitze ?.
(Latest Models Slightly
n
Beware,
Mother
Nature,
for
higher)
Mary's gate receipts for part of
His first champ was Fred
All New Portables Sold'
his back salary unpaid during your blanket of white is about to Kelly, high hurdler, who won in
75c and $1.00 Per Week
be
badly
ruffled.
The wearer of Crosby
the time when * the bondholders
the 1912 games. Among others,
"NO INTEREST OR
1
Of
recognized as a man 01 ~.oSby
On March 30 the Pacific Ski there have been Charlie Paddock,
foreclosed on the Morgan campus.
CARRYING CHARGE"
judgment in d/aft^ulForeProd^;
Club
Is
having
a
ski
meet
at
g
St. Mary's alumni, , having
Bill Sefton, Earle Meadows, and
Squares are
, slioe :
STOCKTON
tions of fine custom-maa air
backed his colorful career 100 Yosemite. This is not only for Frank Wycoff.
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And they have the sa™®.
ve
expensl
p, hrarin. ^Pshlr,
TYPEWRITER
per cent, greeted the announce the better skiers but also for the
breeding, the same
p
look," the same smart
ment of his ouster with surprise. beginners, so all ye snow birds them in A-l condition, for Yo
COMPANY
to thoged
coijifort as the costly tri 50
A loyal group of graduates drag out your outfits and have semite here we come.
*$« E. Market
Ph. 2-8814
CS..<0 v.*
originals.
Choose
for
headed by Will Stevens, Vallejo
yours today
e,hs
psiden,
newspaper executive, drafted a
1°
tikeiy":
t
resolution demanding the board RAVIOLISAPril
to
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is
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'Slip' Madigan to
Face Ouster
Coach Blames Personal Feud
as Cause of Board Action
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Cromwell Makes
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Ski Club Has
Yosemite Meet

Easter Parade
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EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

31 N. El Dorado

Ph. 5-5613

DELICACIES— |

Gaia-Delucchi
Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

American and Channel

—AT—

BOBB INN

A* advertised in F«<T»'r«
The Sataraay Evenlm

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO
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